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Chapter 16: Players' Arrival 

"Ah!" 

Yuei Vu sneezed loudly and rubbed his nose. 

He has sneezed several times since he woke up this morning, and his overall condition 
was not very good. Yuei Vu felt that he may have caught a cold at night. 

This also confirmed that even the game was a real world, and he was now a real person 
living in this world. 

Favorability +1 

Yuei Vu silently turned his gaze to Itou Chika, who quickly retracted her gaze, and 
silently ate the grilled salmon for breakfast with a blank expression on her face. 

Although he wanted to complain about how a sneeze could raise Favorability, now he 
has gotten used to it. 

Maybe this was the trouble of being handsome. 

In life, there are times when the favorability level will be raised. 

"Your cooking is getting better and better." Yuei Vu began to look for topics. 

"Yeah." Chika replied casually, "Because I learned a new recipe." 

Before Yuei Vu crossed over, as a gamer, he knew nothing about cooking, and Chika 
was responsible for solving the food problems these days. 

According to what Chika said, she seemed to have been living here during the holidays, 
and would not move out until the school year began. But the store manager should have 
returned by then. 

"Speaking of which, the store manager hasn't come back yet." 

Yuei Vu felt a little strange. The mysterious store manager didn't appear. He has been 
here for more than a week and has not been seen yet. 



"Oh, he said that things were done, but it was rare to go out and want to play outside for 
a while before coming back." After eating the salmon, Chika took the miso soup and 
drank it. 

After a pause, she suddenly glanced at Yuei Vu one more time. 

"Who are you waiting for?" 

"Huh? Why do you say that?" 

"Because you have been looking outside every now and then since last night," she said, 
"as if you were waiting for someone." 

"" 

In fact, her observation was indeed correct. Yuei Vu was indeed waiting for something, 
but it was not a specific person. 

Because according to his memory, the Closed Beta period of World Link Online was in 
these two days. 

The Closed Beta test was actually very simple. It only lasted for two days. After logging 
in, players basically only have time to familiarize themselves with the basic operations 
and systems. 

This was a non-deleted internal test, and the official launch of the server seemed to be 
just after that. If Yuei Vu remembered correctly, the game was officially launched just 
half a month after the end of the Closed Beta just before the opening of the Battle City 
Competition. 

So in the past two days, he should have had the opportunity to get in touch with the 
players for the first time. 

In order to facilitate players to search for strategies, card lists, and exchange 
information at the same time in the game, Link World also had an official forum login 
interface in the game. 

In other words, players could also log in to the game forum within the game. It's just that 
you could only watch in the game. If you wanted to post a reply, you still had to exit the 
game and log in through the browser. 

Thanks to this feature, Yuei Vu, as an NPC with his own game panel, could also log in 
to the forum to view the comments of players. 

It's just that the game has not yet started the Closed Beta, and the official forum was 
also locked. Even if he went in, it was a lifeless gray and black, and there was nothing. 



But it shouldn't be long. 

The forum should also be open when the test server was launched, and it would be 
lively soon. 

After finishing breakfast, Chika suddenly asked, "Do you have a cold?" 

"A little." Yuei Vu rubbed his nose, "but it's okay, it's not serious." 

Chika was thoughtful, but she didn't speak. She turned her head and went back to the 
kitchen. 

Unexpectedly, she came out of the kitchen again after a while, holding a bowl of ginger 
syrup in her hand. 

Yuei Vu was stunned for a moment, and he was a little moved while smiling bitterly. 

I said that it's just a little cold, but she's still done that much 

then he saw Chika-chan sitting down beside him, holding the bowl of ginger syrup and 
drinking it by herself 

Yuei Vu: "" 

Seemingly noticing Yuei Vu's strange gaze, she gave an "oh" and explained, "Because I 
was afraid of being infected, I drank some soup to prevent it. 

What, do you want it too? " 

"no, I don't need it anymore." 

Yuei Vu definitely remembered correctly. 

Just tonight, the world of Yu-Gi-Ohor, to be more precise, the game world of World Link 
Online, ushered in a moment that may have caused the history of this entire world to 
deviate. 

That was the arrival of duelists from another worldreal card players! 

They brought some dueling monster cards that did not exist in this world and brought a 
series of concepts such as "earning cards" and "card difference" that were puzzling to 
local duelists. 

In addition, some people brought some wonderful Decks and combos that no one had 
thought of before. 



But more than that. 

Not only do these duelists have dueling styles and tactical thinking that were completely 
different from the existing system, but 

their mind also didn't seem to be quite normal! 

For example, many of them were always blabbing and saying things that no one could 
understand. 

For example, they would walk on the street in costumes that normal people find weird 
even on Halloween. 

For example, most of their names were either too long or too stupid, some were very 
unqualified and some were very unhealthy. 

Another example was that they would not hesitate to pay a lot of money for some things 
that ordinary people didn't care about at all, and they were "helpful" to the point that they 
like to do white jobs for others and only receive almost negligible remuneration. 

All in all, it's a bunch of weirdos who could only play cards! 

When the player with the ID "Snow Wave" opened his eyes, he had already landed on 
an open space in the wilderness. 

Snow Wave was a little stunned. 

Is this already in the game? How does it feel like in reality? 

He caught a glimpse of the Duel Disk that was automatically put on when the account 
was created in his hand, and only then did he make sure that he had indeed logged into 
the "World Link Online" game. 

Woc, is this game too real? 

This sense of manipulation of the avatar's body, touching objects, and even the touch of 
the breeze blowing at night. 

Even the feeling could be reproduced so vividly. Snow Wave suspected that if he stayed 
in this game for a long time, he might not be able to distinguish the game from reality. 

But the key is 

Shouldn't this be a card game? 



In the past, there was a lot of publicity about the game. A consortium boasted that the 
game has made a huge technological breakthrough and has a great sense of real 
experience. Most players still think it was bragging. 

After all, it should be a collectible card game in essence. The elements of MMORPG 
were secondary, and it was expected that the game production will not be much better. 

But now it seemed that the production of this card game really has some tricks in their 
pocket! 

Snow Wave glanced at it and found that there seemed to be no other players around 
this was not surprising. It was said that there are only a few hundred slots for the Closed 
Beta, and it was normal for hundreds of players to randomly throw them in and not find 
each other. 

However, according to the official instructions of the game, the landing location of the 
Closed Beta players should be the main stage of the animation near Domino City. 

Judging from this, the brightly lit modern city not far from him should be Domino City. 

After judging the direction, Snow Wave no longer hesitated, jumping and rolling, all the 
way to the direction of the city. 

Chapter 17: The Fight Between Normies 

Snow Wave was walking on a busy street, looking at the pedestrians passing by, 
colorful neon lights, and a beautiful young lady in cool clothes, he couldn't help being 
surprised for a while. 

Wow, this detail is too realistic and in place, right? Is this really a card game? 

A certain unscrupulous consortium who only thinks about selling cards all day would be 
willing to spend a lot of money on such a conscientious game? This looks like I'm 
transferred to another world! 

He suddenly remembered something, and hurriedly and nervously reached out and 
touched below 

Phew, it's okay, the tools are still there. 

I just don't know what the function is, whether there are any age-restricted play items in 
the game or the like. 

However, walking all the way from outside the city to here, he didn't seem to see any 
other players. 



This was not surprising at all. There are only less than 1,000 people in the Closed Beta 
test, so throwing such a small number of people into such a big city, finding another was 
simply looking for a needle in a haystack. 

The slots for the Closed Beta were randomly selected from players from many countries 
around the world. Under such a huge base, there were only less than 1,000 chosen 
players in total. If the pre-determined slots were excluded, the ones who are selected 
were the luckiest among the luckiest. 

However, although the players come from all over the world, the language would not be 
a problem. 

In fact, that problem has long been solved since the development of VR online games. 
Players could choose their own familiar language and interface to play the game. 
Everything that players come into contact with during the game would be translated into 
words they are familiar with, and communication and dialogue were also handled by the 
game's built-in translation system, so there was no obstacle. 

In addition, it was quite easy for players to judge their own identities from each other. 
First, all players had IDs on their heads. In theory, only players could see each other's 
IDs. 

Second, the players walked differently from normal people. As if the floor in the game 
was scorching hot magma, players like to jump after a few steps, and occasionally they 
may even roll in place. 

According to legend, this inexplicable tradition was left before the popularization of VR 
technology. Players in those days could only rely on keyboard and mouse devices to 
play games. Players in those days had a special liking for the two commands "jump" 
and "roll". 

Later, although VR technology became popular, and everyone no longer played games 
with keyboard and mouse, this "fine tradition" was still passed down by generations of 
players. 

Snow Wave wandered around the city streets with a face full of ty, looking around like a 
countryman entering the city, as if everything he saw was . 

For a moment he even forgot that he was playing a card gameuntil he wandered 
aimlessly to a dueling hall in the center of the city. 

Only then did Snow Wave suddenly realize wait, I seem to be here to play cards? 

"The duelist over there." 



Snow Wave, who had just walked in the door with a confused face, looked at the sound, 
and at a glance, he saw a certain square face, a passerby with a mighty physique, 
walking slowly towards this side. 

"A new face that I haven't seen in the gym. Did you just come to this area recently?" the 
man asked. 

Is it a plot quest? 

Snow Wave was puzzled and nodded at the same time, "Yes." 

"Then do you want to fight a duel?" 

"OK!" 

Of course, as a player, there was no reason to refuse the challenge of NPC. He 
speculated that this could be part of a tutorial for beginners in the game. 

The two sides quickly came to the open field and stood at the designated position for 
each other. 

"Duel!" x2 

It was not until the Duel Disk unfolded and five starting cards were drawn from the deck 
that Snow Wave suddenly realized a shocking fact 

He forgot to confirm what cards were in his initial deck. 

When the account was created, the system asked him to choose the initial deck, but he 
glanced at it and felt that every set was similar, so he picked a set at random and 
started the game directly. 

I forgot to check it out, but there is no problem 

Now let's see what I have in my starting hand 

Kattapillar, Lightning Conger, Rock Ogre Grotto #2, The Furious Sea King, Mountain 
Warrior 

Wait, aren't these things all Normies!? 

Not only all of them are Normies, but there is also no one with an attack power of more 
than 1,000? 



Looking around, the strongest monster in his hand seemed to be the "The Furious Sea 
King". It was a Normal monster. The card description was "Grand King of the Seven 
Seas, he's able to summon massive tidal waves to drown the enemy."" 

Snow Wave wanted to complain at the timeyou? A monster with an attack power of 800, 
which enemy can be drowned by you? 

As Grand King of the Seven Seas, you don't even have a special ability like "talk to 
fish", can you be more like trash? 

Speaking of which, there isn't even a monster with an attack power of more than 1,000 
in this broken deck 

No, no, no, it may be just an accident Yes, that must be the case. 

Now let the other side see the bond between the real duelist and the deck! 

"My turn, draw!" 

Adhering to the principle of making miracles with great strength, Snow Wave used the 
greatest strength in his life to draw the sixth card from the deck and then he was 
dumbfounded. 

Psychic Kappa, attack power 400, defense power 1000. Card Description: An 
amphibian with a myriad of powers to shield it from enemy attacks. 

Snow Wave: "" 

Forget it, this duel is no hope. Anyway, the first one is just a lesson for the novice. 

"I summon Psychic Kappa in defense position. I end my turn." 

[Psychic Kappa, DEF 1000] 

Snow Wave was too lazy to struggle. He only hoped that the NPC on the opposite side 
would quickly knock him down so that he could confirm what the situation of his initial 
deck was. 

"My turn, draw!" 

Looking at the cards in his hand from the other side, he actually showed a very 
struggling expression Snow Wave couldn't help but wonder: There is only one Normie 
with 1000 defense power on the field, why are you struggling? 

Then he saw a card played on the opposite side: "I summon Battle Warrior in attack 
position!" 



[Battle Warrior, ATK 700] 

Then the other party gritted his teeth as if he was unwilling: "Hey, Battle Warrior's ATK 
is not as high as Psychic Kappa's DEF, so I end my turn." 

Snow Wave: "?" 

Brother, are you kidding me? 

You can't solve a Normie with 1000 defense power? 

"My turn," Snow Wave said, "then I summon The Furious Sea King!" 

[The Furious Sea King, ATK 800] 

"The Furious Sea King, attack Battle Warrior!" 

The Furious Sea King roared and rushed up, without saying a word, he raised the 
harpoon in his hand oh no, it was the divine weapon trident. With one blow, the fighting 
fighters on the opponent's field were buried under the halberd. 

"Ugh!" The NPC duelist raised his hand to protect his face. 

Passerby NPC duelist, LP 4000 LP 3900 

Snow Wave suddenly realized that maybe he could still win this duel. 

Because the card on the other side Maybe even weaker than him! 

After 20 rounds of (chicken) dragon and tiger fight, the battle between the two sides has 
officially entered the climax! The whole duel situation was extremely thrilling. The 
duelists on both sides traded monsters continuously, biting each other's LP tightly 
without letting go 

In the end, Snow Wave was superior in skill and won the duel in a thrilling manner. 

(Actually, he finally drew Great White with an attack power of 1600, and then the 
opponent couldn't get rid of it) 

When the duel was over, Snow Wave wiped off his sweat and felt that this kind of duel 
between Normies could be fought so fiercely, as if it was the first time in his life 

He then walked around the dueling hall for a short time and found that most of the 
duelists here were similar. 



The NPCs seem to just keep slapping the Normal monsters to slash them when playing 
cards. There was no construction or combo at all, and even spell and trap cards don't 
seem to be seen much. 

Those stronger ones were just duelists who had monsters with high ATK or high level. 
After watching the battle for a while, he couldn't help but think 

As long as I have a Cyber Dragon in my hand 

He soon noticed that a large group of people gathered in the battle area not far away, 
and the three floors inside and the outside blocked the venue. 

What's going on? Is that a competition? 

Snow Wave quickly approached, and casually asked a passerby in the crowd, "Well, 
may I ask what's going on here?" 

The man also explained enthusiastically: "Tonight, someone will challenge the new Duel 
King of this gym! The fight has already begun!" 

Duel King? 

Snow Wave's eyes lit up. 

Could it be the protagonist Yugi Mutou? 

He didn't realize that he had automatically ignored "of this gym" part. 

Snow Wave squeezed in desperately, barely seeing the duelists on both sides through 
the gap. 

On the left field is a shirtless, dark-skinned muscular man (Snow Wave: Why do you 
have to undress for a card game). However, this one should be a mob who could be 
ignored directly. 

As for the duelist standing on the right, Snow Wave's first reaction when he saw it was 

Fuck, so handsome! 

He could clearly see that this character's art style was different from other NPCs. At first 
glance, Snow Wave felt that the artist has taken care of, and there is a high probability 
that he is an important role in the game. 

Is it an important NPC? 



"Fight!" The young duelist on the right spoke up, shouting loudly, "Elemental HERO 
Nova Master, attack directly!" 

Snow Wave almost fell on the spot due to being shocked. 

Did he just say Elemental what! ? 

Chapter 18: Can You Help Me Find A 'Polymerization'? 

What did he just say? 

Elemental HERO? 

Is there any Elemental HERO in the DM era of Yu-Gi-Oh!? 

Snow Wave quickly opened his eyes and watched in shock as the hero wearing red and 
gold armor and flying cloak released a scorching shock with his bare hands. The LP of 
the muscular guy on the opposite side instantly returned to zero under the heat wave. 

There can be no mistake. 

Even if he heard it wrong just now, Snow Wave has already recognized the domineering 
heroic monster on the field Elemental HERO Nova Master, who has never appeared in 
animation or comics. It was an original Elemental HERO of the real card game in reality. 

However, now is the era of Yu-Gi-Oh! DM! Shouldn't Elemental HERO be a series card 
that only became popular during the GX era? 

Could it be that In fact, the Elemental HERO series has actually been released at this 
time, but the protagonists in the animation have never met it before? 

It seems that this is the only way to explain it. 

Anyone who knew a little about the Yu-Gi-Oh! series should know that the most famous 
user of the Elemental HERO deck has been Yuki Judai, the protagonist of Yu-Gi-Oh! 
GX. In the minds of many players and viewers, Yuki Judai was basically the master of 
HERO in Yu-Gi-Oh! As long as you saw a HERO deck, you would naturally think of this 
character for the first time. 

At this time, Snow Wave naturally reacted like this in his heart. 

It was still in the early stage of DM, so naturally, Judai should not appear in the stage of 
the story. 

Could it be that this overly handsome NPC in front of him has something to do with 
Jaden Yuki? 



For example Is he Yuki Judai's father who never appeared in the anime? 

how is this possible! 

Snow Wave immediately forced himself to dismiss this unrealistic idea. 

A key NPC, definitely a key NPC! 

Snow Wave, based on his many years of experience in games that require superb 
skills, including but not limited to Zuma, Connect Animal, Tomgirls of the Mountains, 
etc., was instantly convinced that he had encountered a key NPC in the game! 

Maybe trigger a hidden mission? 

Snow Wave immediately felt excited. 

According to the game's instructions, Link World will be a game with a very high degree 
of freedom. Quoting the director's original words: "We want players to see the game as 
a whole new world because even our development team can't fully control the 
development of the storyline. We think this will also be a big highlight of the game." 

Although the saying "even the development team can't control it" was regarded by most 
as a deliberate exaggeration by the designer to create a gimmick, the game truly had a 
high degree of freedom and a large number of hidden quests. 

Of course, Yuei Vu also noticed the existence of Snow Wave. 

As we said before, players have IDs on their foreheads. According to the setting, NPCs 
could not see IDs, so this was generally the basis for players to identify each other. 

However, Yuei Vu was not an ordinary NPC. With his own panel, he can also see the 
player ID, and could identify the player's identity from the crowd at the first sight. 

Today's duel was over, and after the crowd cheered and roared, they all dispersed. Yuei 
Vu was thinking about how to get in touch with this player first, but he didn't expect that 
the other party would immediately run over with a face full of enthusiasm. 

Yuei Vu thought for a while, and recalled the opening routines of online game NPCs in 
his mind. 

"You are a new face here. Are you a duelist?" he said. 

Snow Wave quickly nodded. 

"Well, then can you do me a favor?" 



If it's a normal conversation, asking a stranger like this for the first time would 
undoubtedly only get the other party's "are you crazy" eyes. 

However, players were such a strange species. 

Hearing this, Snow Wave's eyes lit up, and he hurriedly nodded like a chicken pecking 
rice: "Yes, yes! There is no problem at all." 

[Whether to issue a quest to the player Snow Wave'?] 

It did come. 

At this time, Yuei Vu deeply felt that his primary school teacher really didn't deceive him 
and that reading more books was indeed beneficial. Thanks to his extensive reading of 
books before, he has read all kinds of online s including "Traveling into the game world 
and becoming an NPC", and he knew all kinds of setting routines well. 

Perhaps because his own panel could interact with the player's game panel, he may 
now be the only NPC in the entire World Link who could edit and release custom quests 
for the player on his own. 

The specific content of the task and the task reward can be freely edited. With this task 
system, he can easily use the reward to instruct the player to run errands for himself. 

If he was not afraid of being disliked by players, it may not be impossible to edit strange 
requirements such as "running in circles", "learning to bark" or even "pushing your ass" 
in the quest 

Ahem, of course, Yuei Vu was a serious NPC, so naturally, he wouldn't issue such a 
boring quest. 

In the quest reward section, he could usually choose rewards such as special items, 
EXP, or crystals for drawing card packs in the system card pool. 

Of course, he could also choose to use cards directly as mission rewards. 

It's just that if he chose items, crystals, or cards as rewards, it must be from Yuei Vu 
himself. In other words, if the crystal was given to the player as a reward, his own 
crystals would be reduced. 

The same was true for cards. He could only use the cards he already owned as rewards 
for players. 

Yuei Vu thought for a while and felt that the useful cards must be kept by himself. Only 
those cards that he couldn't use or had more than three copies in the card library were 
suitable to be released as rewards. 



(Note: According to the rules of Yu-Gi-Oh, you can only put up to three cards in a deck 
of cards with the same name.) 

He couldn't deduct EXP from himself, but as an NPC, there was an amount of EXP that 
can be released every day. Its upper limit was related to his own level and title status. 

The so-called title status refers to the honor obtained in various dueling competitions. 
For example, Jonouchi was the runner-up of the Duelist Kingdom, and Yugi Mutou was 
the champion of the Duelist Kingdom and the only designated Duel King. 

If he could have the unique title of Duel King like Yugi, the upper limit of EXP value that 
could be released every day should be very impressive. 

Hmmm It's a familiar setting again. 

However, this setting seemed reasonable. Otherwise, if he could give the player his 
EXP, his level would decrease, then Yuei Vu could repeatedly jump between level 1 and 
level 2, repeatedly farming the crystal reward given by leveling up 

After Yuei Vu thought about it, he released the first quest he edited for players. 

"I still lack a Polymerization' spell card here." He said, "Can you help me find a 
Polymerization'?" 

Chapter 19: The 'Yu' Prefix 

"Looking for a Polymerization?" 

Snow Wave felt a little strange. 

Shouldn't the NPCs you meet in the novice villages usually give you some very simple 
quests? For example, let the player go and move some bricks, bring some bread, and 
so on. 

Snow Wave had automatically thought of the old grandfather in the blacksmith shop in 
Newbie Village, waving his hand and saying, "Young boy over there, I see that your 
bones are exquisite. Can you help me to dig some ores in the mine?". freeweb(n)ovel 

However, when this NPC came up, he asked for a Polymerization It's like the old 
grandfather of the blacksmith said to you, "Young boy over there, I lack a good sword. 
Why don't you go and buy me a legendary one?" 

Why do I feel that this old grandpa is a bit pitiful 

No, there must be something tricky. 



Snow Wave quickly activated his brain and thought about it, and suddenly felt that he 
had found the reason 

The answer is, this is definitely not a novice NPC! 

This should be a huge side quest or maybe even the main quest, a key NPC that was 
very important in the middle and late game! 

It was conceivable that when the player's level improved and the game progressed, 
basic cards such as "Polymerization" should be redundant. Giving this NPC a 
Polymerization should be a very simple condition, and a high probability was the key to 
starting a series of quests! 

But now the problem was coming. Although "Polymerization" was a card that could be 
seen everywhere He didn't have that everywhere card on his current initial deck! 

Snow Wave started scratching his head in a hurry. 

How can this be done? 

Keep this quest for now, and then bring Polymerization back to pick it up when my level 
is high? 

But what if this NPC is snatched away by other players at that time? 

He thought it was very possible. If there was really an important plot hidden in this NPC, 
he would definitely be noticed soon. 

Not to mention that this NPC was so handsome that just seeing him made a man doubt 
his life. It was only a matter of time before other players find out. 

It would be a big loss for such a handsome ah, no, an important character to be taken. 

Obviously, he came first. 

Seeing that Snow Wave was sweating profusely there, Yuei Vu took no time to remind 
him in "kindness": "You are a new duelist from other places, are not familiar with the 
environment, and don't know how to get cards, right? 

If you want to buy a card, you can go to the "Dream Card Shop" on the side of the road 
two streets away. A small number of common cards can be bought directly, and most 
cards can be obtained randomly from card packs. " 

That's right, he was advertising the store where he worked part-time. 



The cards that players buy from the card shop couldn't be used by themselves but they 
could give these cards to Yuei Vu! 

Of course, Yuei Vu wouldn't take anyone's cards for free. He would also allocate 
crystals, experience points, and money (although he currently didn't have any) as a 
reward for completing the quest. 

Snow Wave's eyes lit up, as if he had suddenly found a way out. But then he thought of 
something, and his brows furrowed again. 

Becausehe didn't have a single penny! 

How could he buy a card pack without money? 

But fortunately, he met Yuei Vu, a model NPC who was considerate, caring and patient, 
and continued to "guide" him: "Or if it is during special events in some stores, some 
customers may be randomly given some cards and coupons, and you can use the card 
coupons to redeem for some cards that you can't usually buy." 

Snow Wave continued to frown. 

Even if you say that, how could I have a card and coupon for a new account 

Wait a minute, I seem toreally have one? 

Snow Wave's eyes lit up, and he finally realized this after Yuei Vu's repeated hints. 

Each new account created by players has a card coupon presented by the system. 

As mentioned earlier, the NPC account of Yuei Vu also had that gift. However, his card 
coupon was used to exchange for the spell card "Last Day of Witch", which was 
designed to kill Spellcasters. By the power f that card, not only did he get a quest 
reward "Dark Magician", but he also seized Pandora's deck. 

The card coupons couldn't be exchanged for anything useful, and Yuei Vu's exchange 
was already more than worth enough. 

That's right, now he's eyeing the card coupon that came with the player's initial account 

Should I directly exchange my card coupon for "Polymerization"? 

Snow Wave opened the list of cards that could be exchanged for, checked it back and 
forth several times, and began to get entangled. 

Even if I keep this card coupon it doesn't seem like it can be exchanged for anything 
useful? 



Well, why not just give it to this NPC? 

But he was still hesitant because after all, it was a gift for the novice period. There was 
only one piece in total, and it would be completely wasteful if he didn't get any card 
useful from the quest 

After struggling for a while, he raised his head and saw the clear and bright eyes of the 
NPC in front of him, and suddenly made a decision in an instant. 

MMD, a real man should never hesitate! 

Snow Wave loudly answered: "Yes!" 

[Are you accepting the quest from Duelist Yuei Vu? 

Yuei Vu? 

When Snow Wave saw the name appearing in the quest pop-up window in front of him, 
he took a breath. 

Wow, is still an NPC with the "Yu" prefix! 

There were two well-known laws of Yu-Gi-Oh: One, anyone whose name had the "Yu" 
prefix was a monster. Two, those whose name had the "Yu" prefix and had a hairstyle 
that resembled a certain animal or plant are even more monsters among monsters. 

For example, Yugi, Yuki, Yusei, Yuma, Yuya their hairstyles correspond to starfish, 
jellyfish, crab, lobster, and tomato (It seems that it's mostly seafood?) 

An NPC as handsome as an illustration in a light , using the famous elemental hero and 
even has the "Yu" prefix! If I say this is not an important NPC, nobody will believe it. 

Snow Wave immediately chose to accept the quest. Then he did not hesitate to 
exchange his only card coupon for a Polymerization, then handed it to Yuei Vu. 

Yuei Vu took this Polymerization and nodded slightly. 

Yes, yes, good children can be taught. 

The coupons that come with the system's new account couldn't be exchanged for 
anything good, and Polymerization was already the only card that was useful to Yuei 
Vu. 

In this way, as long as he went to con ah, no, to release a quest to the next lucky player, 
he would have three Polymerization cards. 



He didn't give the crystal reward for the first mission (after all, he himself was in short 
supply right now), and of course, he didn't have any money, after all, he still hadn't 
received his first month's salary. Therefore, he allocated more than 300 experience 
points to Snow Wave from the daily quota. 

Of course, it was impossible to cheat players. 

Everyone in business pays attention to prestige, and the same went for being an NPC. 
Yuei Vu was well versed in the principles of sustainable development. If the chives were 
cut too hard and the reputation among players was stinky, it would be not easy to get 
benefits in the future. 

The benefits still have to be given. Only by letting the players see that they were doing 
well could he keep the chives ah, no, these respectable duelists for a long time. 

But he was too lazy to go back and open the card pack now, so he might as well fill up 
the three Polymerization cards first. 

Although it was a worthless basic spell card, it was still very important to the HERO 
deck. 

So he took out a flyer with the address of the "Dream Card Shop": "I need help with 
some things. At seven o'clock tomorrow morning, if you are interested, bring as many 
friends as you can and come here to find me." 

It really was a quest series! 

Snow Wave was overjoyed, and nodded again and again like a chicken pecking at rice 
until Yuei Vu had already left the gym and disappeared out of sight. 

Chapter 20: Yuei Cannot Escape Fae 

Leaving the dueling hall, Snow Wave began to search all over the city overnight to find 
friends who would log in and play cards together. 

Because it was a quest issued by an NPC, the other party's intention was definitely not 
to let him grab a random passerby on the street to make up the number but to ask him 
to gather other players by the team function to find him together. 

However, this was not easy. 

As previously said, the total number of players in the Closed Beta test was only three 
digits. If such a small number of people were randomly thrown into Domino City, the 
probability of encountering another was really not high. 

Snow Wave has been wandering around and hasn't encountered any other player yet. 



The night was getting darker and darker, and the noisy neighborhood gradually quieted 
down. There were fewer and fewer pedestrians on the road, and most of the local NPCs 
have gone home to sleep. 

So there were only a few types of people left on the streets of Domino City: drunks, 
gangsters, people with ulterior motives and players. 

Players did not need to sleep in the game, and players who logged in for the first time, 
of course, had no place to rest in this world. 

So in the middle of the night, players either logged out, or stayed in a dueling gym (the 
dueling gyms were open all night), or they could only roam the streets. 

In this way, the probability of wanting to meet other players would be slightly higher. 

Snow Wave wandered around for several hours, and finally found a companion who 
also had an ID above the head. 

Snow Wave rushed up to take a look, only to see that the ID on that player's head was 
"Blame My Chest For Being Too Small". 

Wow, she's still a girl, so lucky! 

Snow Wave hurried up and excitedly ran up: "Wow, this little sister, are you a player?" 

The girl turned her head, she had long hair, and big eyes, and she was very cute. 

"Are you a player too?" 

"Yes, yes, it took me a long time to finally meet other people, almost makes me think I'm 
playing a single-player game." 

"Haha, yes, after all, there are few people now." The girl smiled. 

"Then do we want to play together? I just received a quest" 

At this moment, a rough male voice interjected: "What's the matter?" 

Snow Wave followed the sound and found that a certain male player appeared from 
behind the corner. 

The ID on this player's head was "Blame Me For Not Rubbing Too Much". 

Snow Wave: "" 

Damn! 



It turns out that they are a couple! 

The girl turned her head and explained, "Oh, that's right, this brother" 

"just passing by." Snow Wave snorted and waved at them, "Ha, then you guys play 
slowly, I'll go first!" 

After speaking, he quickly ran away without waiting for the two to reply. 

Why did I get a face slap when playing a game? 

Do an Incel (1) like me not deserve even to play games? 

Snow Wave continued to move forward angrily. 

The street lights also went out one after another, and fewer and fewer lights were on in 
the urban area, and the streets gradually fell into darkness. 

Snow Wave couldn't help shivering. He couldn't help being surprised by the authenticity 
of the game again. He even restored the uncomfortable feeling of walking in the city at 
night. It was really realistic and incredible. 

After wandering around the city for an unknown amount of time, he finally met his next 
companion. 

This time it was a male player. The character pinched by the other party has a round 
face, a round head that was infinitely close to a bald head, a pair of black-framed 
mirrors on the bridge of the nose, and a strong physique. 

Snow Wave fixedly looked at the ID on the other side's head, it seemed to say "Yuei 
Cannot Escape Fae"? (1) 

Even the ID is spelled wrong. It's scary to be unlettered. Snow Wave thought. 

But it didn't matter. 

Snow Wave quickly stepped forward to greet him warmly: "Brother, are you interested in 
doing a quest together?" 

The player turned around and said, "Ah? What quest?" 

"It's given by a special NPC. Seems like a chain of quests. "Snow Wave said, "He asked 
me to find other players to form a team and go to him together at dawn. " 

"Oh? Chain quests?" Yuei Cannot Escape Fae's eyes lit up behind the lens. 



The quests that the novice could receive were actually very limited. At present, the best 
way to level up seemed to be to play cards with people in the dueling arena. Playing a 
lot of cards made it easier to receive other quests when the level is slightly higher. 

It's really rare to be able to hit a chain quest at this stage. 

Fae couldn't escape and came up and said, "What is the reward for the quest?" 

"My last quest asked me to hand him a Polymerization, which I redeemed with the 
coupon. The reward gave me hundreds of experience points." 

Fae was stunned for a moment. Although he didn't speak, the expression on his face 
was clearlyjust that? 

Exchanging the card coupon for a few hundred experience points? 

Why do I feel this NPC is a pit trap 

Fae coughed and patted his shoulder: "Brother, I think there may be something wrong 
with this NPC. You may not know much about playing games. Some game planners just 
like bad fun, so they will arrange some trap quests for you to complete. These quests 
are complicated, but the reward is useless" 

"But that NPC's name is Yuei Vu." Snow Wave said, "And he uses Elemental HERO 
deck." 

"Hey, it has nothing to do with you Wait a minute, what did you say he used!?" Fae's 
eyes lit up, and a tactical push-glass frame came hurriedly, his face was full of writing 
thirsty. 

"UhElemental HERO." Snow Wave said, "I saw him summon Elemental HERO Nova 
Master' with my own eyes, a fusion monster that has never appeared in the animation." 

"Hidden plot, definitely hidden plot!" Fae was excited, "and there is a high probability 
that the hidden plot is related to the plot development of GX in the later stage of the 
game!" 

He patted Snow Wave meaningfully on the shoulder, staring at him with burning eyes 
behind his glasses: "This is what I owe you. We will be brothers from now on. Feel free 
to say anything if you need help! I will do my best to help you." 

"No problem, Brother Yuei Cannot Escape Fae!" 

"It's too ugly to be called like that." Fae waved his hand, "Just call me Brother Fae." 

"Okay, Brother Fae!" 



He seems to be a nice buddy who attaches great importance to friendship. Snow Wave 
thought. 

The first friend he met in World Link Online was such a good friend, Snow Wave felt that 
his future as a duelist was brilliant. 

The next morning. 

Yuei Vu got up very early today, and before dawn, he came downstairs yawning. 

But he didn't expect that even if he got up so early, when he got down, he could still 
hear Ito Chika busy preparing breakfast in the kitchen. 

It seemed to be like this every day since he came to this store no matter how early he 
got up, Chika would always get up before him. Often he came out of the bathroom after 
washing, and the steaming breakfast was already on the table. 

It made him wonder if Chika was actually a robot, the kind that didn't need to sleep at 
night. 

After washing up and coming to the table, Yuei Vu immediately started to eat today's 
breakfast and kept looking out the window at the same time. 

Although the time he set yesterday was seven o'clock in the morning and it hasn't 
arrived yet, it could not be ruled out that Snow Wave would actively come ahead of 
time. 

He was curious what kind of player Snow Wave could bring. 

"Waiting for someone today?" Chika quickly noticed his abnormality. 

"Well, that's right." Yuei Vu nodded. 

Sure enough, it was just after 6:30 when Snow Wave excitedly appeared outside the 
store and brought a new player as agreed. 

Yuei Vu glanced at the new player through the window and felt that the other player 
pinched this round face, this round hairstyle, these black-rimmed glasses, and even that 
vivid and wretched expression 

Then he noticed the ID on the other side's head 

Yuei Cannot Escape Fae? ? ? (2) 

TL's Note: 



1. Incel: An abbreviation of "involuntary celibate", means a member of an online 
subculture of people who define themselves as unable to get a romantic or sexual 
partner despite desiring one. 

2. I'm not sure about this ID's meaning. I think it's a misspelling of an idiom: "You cannot 
escape from fate." Moreover, the main character feels this ID is disgusting, so I decided 
to translate it like this. 

 

 


